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Seventeen hundred years ago, key elements of our ancient heritage were lost, relegated to the

esoteric traditions of mystery schools and sacred orders. Among the most empowering of the

forgotten elements are references to a science with the power to bring everlasting healing to our

bodies and initiate an unprecedented era of peace and cooperation between governments and

nations.In his groundbreaking new book, The Isaiah Effect, Gregg Braden turns to the Isaiah Scroll,

perhaps the most important of the Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in 1946, to offer insight into a

powerful form of ancient prayer.Â Â In The Isaiah Effect, Braden, author of Awakening to Zero Point

andÂ Â Walking Between the Worlds, combines research in quantum physics with the works of the

prophet Isaiah and the ancient Essenes. He demonstrates how prophecies of global catastrophe

and suffering may only represent future possibilities, rather than forecast impending doom, and that

we have the power to influence those possibilities. In addition to describing multiple futures, the

Isaiah texts take us one step further, clearly describing the science of how we choose our futures.

Tracing key words of Isaiah's text back to their original language, we discover how he taught a

mode of prayer that was lost to the West during Biblical editing in the fourth century. Braden offers

detailed accounts of how elements of this mode of prayer have been applied in a variety of

situations, ranging from healing life-threatening conditions to entire villages using collective prayer

to prevail during the 1998 fires in southern Peru. In each instance, the correlation between the

offering of the prayer and a shift of the events in question was beyond coincidence--the prayers had

measurable effects! As modern science continues to validate a relationship between our outer and

inner worlds, it becomes more likely that a forgotten bridge links the world of our prayers with that of

our experience. Each time we engage ourselves, our loved ones, and our communities with Isaiah's

life-affirming message of hope, we secure nothing less than our future and the future of the only

home we know.
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After reading the book, I decided to put this "new" understanding of how to pray to the test.Instead

of praying "for" something, with the implied understanding that it does not currently exist in my life...

I decided to focus my prayer on the outcome I wanted... and feeling what it felt like to have my

desires manifested.Two things happened to me: 1. I started feeling really good. Even though that

might not seem like very much, I noticed that by experiencing my desires, in advance, in my mind's

eye, in detail, I felt really good and confident that something good would happen. Things have

started happening in relation to my prayers. If nothing else, it definitely is changing my outlook for

the better... and I am more motivated to receive the desires of my heart.2. The second thing that

has happened to me is that I have experienced a LACK of willingness to visualize in my mind's eye,

as sometimes, it is hard to accept that it is I who am responsible for the quality of my life.I mention

this second part, because it has also been my experience and I cannot discount it. From a religious

perspective, one could say that it is the devil trying to sabotage me (although I have a hard time

believing in a literal devil). From my own perspective, though, I simply feel that it is a matter of

replacing old habits with new ones.What Gregg Braden writes about, I am living. Please review

these parts of his book (hardcover edition): Page 160, 2nd paragraph: "The secret of our lost mode

of prayer is to shift our perspective of life by feeling that the 'miracle' has already happened and our

prayers have been answered."Pg 166, para 3+ : "When I (the Indian guy, David) was young, our

elders passed onto me the secret of prayer.
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